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I. Introduction
With the rapid rise in farmland*values during recent years, farmers
and farm organizations have argued that land values have little relationship
to agricultural productivity. The fact that farmers have been the dominant
purchasers in the farm real estate market during this period of time would
seem to discredit this argument to some degree, but public officials
have been sympathetic to the farmers' arguments. Some state legislatures,
particularly in areas o f the country where urban expansion has placed upward
pressures on land values, have adopted procedures to value farmland based
on its agricultural productivity for purposes of assessing property tax.
In 1976, the use valuation concepts were encompassed in national tax
legislation through the addition .of Section 2032A to the Internal Revenue
Code. This section enables "qualified real property" to be valued based
on its "value in use" rather than "fair market value" as long as certain
requirements are met. Such a valuation procedure^has little precedence
in estate tax law, and the implications of 2032A for farm families, investors
in real estate and overall social policy as to land tenure are widesweeping.
The purpose of this paper is to review the major provisions of
Section 2032A and the benefits of and problems (both procedural and data)
that will be encountered in using the "use" valuation procedure. First,
^Presented at the symposium on Farm Estate Tax Issues Raised by.the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, St. Louis, Missouri, April 12 and 13, 1978,
AAProfessor of Economics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
***Charles F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor in Agriculture and Professor
of Economics, Iowa State University; Member of the Iowa Bar.
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the problems of collecting data to obtain "use" value estimates along
with the issues of material participation and eligibility requirements
(pre and post death) will be discussed. Then, specific estimates of
the benefits of "use" valuation for different size estates will be
reviewed. Finally, the implications of the special use valuation privilege
on real estate values, investment patterns, the land tenure system in
rural America, and the interface of 2032A with other dimensions of estate
tax law—specifically carryover basis and installment payment of tax—
will be discussed.
II, The "Use" Value Legislation
"Use" Valuation Procedures
If qualified real property is used for farming purposes, its value
can be determined in two ways:—^(1) the capitalization of cash rent minus
property taxes by the appropriate Federal Land Bank interest rate and
(2) through use of the following five factor formula;
1. Capitalization of income that the property can be expected to
yield' over a reasonable period under prudent management,
2. Capitalization of the fair rental value,
3. Assessed value if the state bases assessments on current use,
4. Comparable sales in the same geographical area but without
significant influence from metropolitan or resort areas, and
2/
5. Any other factor that would fairly value the real property.—
The first procedure for valuing land is based on the income capitalization
theory for valuing a resource. Spe'cifically,
— The procedures used to make the "use" valuation election are quite specific
and are summarized in I.R.C. § 2032A(d) and in Form 706 and the instructions
thereto.
-^I.R.C. § 2032A(e)(8).
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a, a- a„ a
V=^ +- ?-2+ ^+...+ (1)
^ ' (l+r)"^ (1+r) (1+r)
where
a = expected annual income
^ r = discount rate
V = value of the resource
As n approaches infinity, the formula becomes —
V « ^ (2)
r
To use this procedure, Section 2032A requires that the "average
annual gross cash rental for comparable land used for farming purposes and
located in the locality of such farm" minus the average annual re^ estate
taxes (state, if any, and local) for such comparable land, be divided by
the "average annual effective interest rate for all new Federal Land Bank
3/
loans,"— All calculations are to use the last five full calendar years
A'
before death.—'
The discount rate. As is obvious from Equations (1) and (2), the discount
rate plays a major role in resource valuation. Reducing the discount rate
by half doubles the value of the resource, for example.
For special "use" valuation, the legislation specifies that the discount
rate is to be the "average annual effective interest rate for all new
5'
Federal Land Bank loans.The term "effective" rate as used in the
statute suggests a rate higher than the stated loan rate to account for loan
closing costs and the "cost" of owning Federal Land Bank stock. It appears
§ 2032A(e) (7) (A) , •
--^Ibld.
-^I.R.C. § 2032A(e)(7)(A)(ii).
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that the rate is to be calculated for each Federal Land Bank District
and made available through District Directors of Internal Revenue. Apparently,
the calculated rates, to be available for each year starting with 1972,
will include an allowance for the "cost" of owning Federal Land Bank
stock but not for loan fees.
For informational purposes, and until calculated interest figures
become available, the stated interest rates for the Omaha Federal Land
Bank District appear in Appendix A. It should be noted that the Federal
Land Bank of Omaha reports a rate one-half percent above the stated or
announced rate for Truth-in-Lending purposes. See Appendix B.
Gross cash rents. The legislation specifies that the income capitalization
approach to "use" valuation is to use "average annual gross cash rental
for comparable land used for farming purposes and located in the locality
of such farm . . . That language seems to suggest actual cash rental
figures on actual tracts of comparable land.
This is a crucial assumption and raises a number of questions—(1) Would
"synthesized" cash rents based upon statistical estimation using available
productivity Information for the soil and the area involved be acceptable;
(2) are "variable" cash rental figures (where the land owner agrees to
accept a specified amount of crop per year but bears uncertainty as to
the price to be used in calculating the rent) eligible; and (3) can the
cash rent equivalent of a crop-share lease be used as a substitute for "gross
cash rents", (4) how are improvements (particularly the building site)
to be treated in the computations. Each of these questions is discussed
briefly.
-^I.R.C. § 2032A(e)(7)(A)(i).
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Synthetic cash rents might be obtained through a structural analysis
of the factors that explain cash rents. Such factors would include pro
ductivity of the land, size of parcel, relationship between lessee and lessor,
location of land, length of lease and value of improvements. Once the factors
that explain cash rents have been quantified, a parcel could be characterized
by these factors and a cash rent estimated. Although sufficient data are
believed to be available to generate synthetic cash rent figures in some
states within bounds of reasonable statistical error, it Is not clear
that rental figures obtained in this fashion would be acceptable under the
statute. In some ways, the task would be simpler if such figures were
acceptable for land valuation purposes.
As to the question of flexible cash rent leases, it would appear
that data from such arrangements would not be acceptable. It is presumed
that the statutory specification of cash rent meant cash rent as the
term is commonly defined in agriculture and not a modification of the
cash rent concept. Likewise, it has been assumed that a statutory bar
would exist to using the cash rent equivalent of a crop share lease. This
is unfortunate in light of the limited number of cash rented tracts in some
areas and the greater incidence of crop share leases in most areas.
However, use of the cash rent equivalent of a crop share lease would
raise several important questions. (1) It is not clear what price for
the crop or crops would be used in the calculations. Use could be made
of the price actually received for the crop for the year in question, but
the crop may have been stored and not sold. Moreover, using actual sale
price would tend to base land values on marketing decisions rather than land
productivity. Use could be made of harvest time prices for crops, if a
date or dates were specified, or an average annual market price could be
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used, (2) It is not clear what yields should be used — whether actual
yields, average yields for the county or other area or long-term average
yields should be used*in the calculations. (3) It is not clear how costs
should be'handled in computing the cash rent equivalent. In particular,
various procedures are used to handle harvesting, drying and storage costs
as well as crop insurance costs. Also the treatment of depreciation and
depletion of such items as capital improvements.^ tile lines and fences may
present computational problems.
Finally, it is likely that cash rental rates over the long term will
average significantly less than crop share returns. The difference
represents, in approximate terms, compensation for the added risk and
uncertainty borne by a land owner under a crop share arrangement as compared
to a cash rent lease. Thus, a systematic and significant difference
would be expected to exist between crop share return and cash rent with
the result that the Internal Revenue Service would seek crop share data
and the estate would search for cash rent information.
Improvements on real property, particularly the building site, present
a unique problem in using the cash rent capitalization approach to "use"
valuation. On rented farms where in^rovements are extensive and represent
a substantial part of the value of the farm, the arrangement tends to be
a livestock or cropshare lease. Rarely are heavily improved farms
rented for cash. Thus, the problem may be posed of using cash rent data
from farms with modp.nt iimorovements to value farms of decedents with
substantial improvements. The problem of comparability, to be discussed
later, presents serious problems with improvements since it would be
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difficult -to find individual buildings, let alone a building site, that
are comparable in size, construction, age, condition or location to that
on the decedent's property. With increased specialization in fanning and,
rapid technological changes in grain storage and livestock production
facilities and the technological obsolence that results, the problems
encountered in determining the use value of land with improvements
will become more serious in the future. Guidance on how to determine
the "use" value of a farm with improvements is needed. Two problems
are posed — (1) is farm land to be valued separately, using com
parable land that is cash -rented, with improvements handled--as •
a separate matter, or (2) is a farm to be valued' as a unit with the
con^arability issue applicable to both the land and the improvements.
Relatively little published data on cash rents are available. The
United States Department of Agriculture publishes an annual survey of
"expected" cash rents for the coming crop season by stateThe data
are available by crop reporting district-within each state. However,
the data are only averages and would appear to be applicable only if the
decedent had an "average" farm or could adjust rental rates successfully
from the average figures. Moreover, the published rental rates are based
on expected rates in the respondent's area and thus suffer from that
additional infirmity. For infomational purposes, the data for Iowa
by crop reporting district for the years 1972 through 1977 are enclosed
as Appendix C.
"^See "Farm Real Estate Jfarket Developments," Economic Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, July, 1977, pp. 53-55.
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In the belief that actual cash rent figures on actual tracts of
comparable land would be necessary to make the income capitalization
approach to "use" valuation operational, a project has been commenced
f in Iowa on a pilot basis to identify, systematically, all cash rented
tracts (whole farm or parts of farms) in the counties participating in
the pilot effort. The project is described in Appendix D, "Suggested
Guidelines for Cash Rent Data Collection for 'Use' Valuation of Farmland."
A copy of the questionnaire to be used in the study is included as
Appendix E.
Determining what is "comparable". The requirement that cash rental
8 /
data must be from "comparable land ... in the locality"— seems to limit
the population of cash rent observations. If the term is defined literally
to mean land with comparable productivity, interest is then focused on
determining what land is comparable. However, if the term is defined to
permit quantification of differences in productivity between the decedent's
tract and the cash rented tract or tracts identified in the locality,
it would be possible to adjust the cash rent observations for the differences
in productivity.
In several mid-westem states, indexes of land productivity have been
developed to permit comparison of tracts. These index systems have been
used extensively in land valuation for property tax purposes where relative
-^I.R.C. § 2032A(e)(7)(A)(i)
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values are important. The Iowa system, for example, is known as the
"Corn Suitability.Rating" and encompasses various dimensions of productivity
including soil type, slope, erosion, drainage, rainfall and other relevant
factors.—^ Aproductivity index is obtained for each 40 acre tract. This
index system makes possible objective comparisons of land and provides
a framework for making adjustments in cash rents based on differences
in productivity. Because soil indexes are dependent upon a complete
soil survey, not all areas are covered by an index system. In Iowa, for
example, index data are available in more than two—thirds of the counties
with all remaining counties except one making progress toward completing
soil surveys.—
It should be noted that adjustments in value and cash rents based on
a soil productivity index are no different in concept than using "synthesized"
cash rent data. Also, other dimensions of comparability such as improvements,
location, and lease terms must be recognized in any attempt to value
land using the rent capitalization approach. Comparability could also be
determined by competent appraisal of the decedent's tract and the other
tract or tracts for which cash rent information is available.
The "Five Factor Formula". If cash rent data are unavailable or
the executor chooses to not use the rent capitalization approach to use
valuation, he or she may elect to use the "Five-Factor Formula" for valuation
noted earlier. Certainly this method is no more definitive in computational
procedure or data base than the capitalization approach. Furthermore,
it is unclear as to how these five factors are to be combined into a gingle
Q I
—See Fenton, "Use of Soil Productivity Ratings in Evaluating Iowa Agri
cultural Land," 30 J. of Soil and Water Conservation 237 (1975). A copy
of the article is enclosed as Appendix F.
—^Part III of the questionnaire included as Appendix E is designed to make
use of soil index information.
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estimate of value. If a single factor can be chosen at the executors
discretion, one might expect information from crop-share rental arrangements
and/or property tax assessments based on use value to be utilized in the
valuation process. Certainly, the earlier issues raised with respect
to using crop-share rental data in a valuation proceed would still apply.
However, the legislation implies that no single factor of the "five-factor
formula" can be used as the sole base for valuation, but that all five
factors must be included and combined in an undisclosed fashion in the
valuation process.
Problems With Eligibility Requirements
As with most tax provisions affording relief to a limited group of
taxpayers, the requirements for "use" valuation of land are both numerous
and highly detailed. In some instances, problems of implementation are
anticipated unless clarification comes by regulation or statutory amendment.
To be eligible for "use" valuation several pre-death conditions must be
met, and several post-death requirements must be observed to avoid recapture
of the tax benefit.
Pre-death requirements. Pre-death requirements are of two types—
(1) Those assuring that farm (or other closely-held business) assets
coii5)rise a substantial part of the estate and (2) Those designed to serve
as a "gate" to preclude mere investors from taking advantage of the tax
provision.
As to the first point, the adjusted value of the farm (or other closely-
held business) real and personal property^^ must be at least 50 percent
—^The statute uses the disjunctive, real or personal property, but it is
believed that the term can be viewed as in the conjunctive.
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of the adjusted value of the gross estate, using fair market value figures,
and must pass to a qualified heir or heirs.—'' The term "adjusted value of
the gross estate" means gross estate less allowable unpaid indebtedness
attributable to the propertyThe intent seems to be to use a "net worth"
figure, net of indebtedness attributable to the property.
It appears that 50 percent of the adjusted value of the gross estate
must pass to a qualified heir(s) even if part of that amount is personal
property. Because the recapture provisions refer only to dispositions
or other disqualifying events relative to real property, ^ it would seem
that any personal property required to pass to a qualified heir to meet
the 50 percent rule need not be held for the 15-^year period after death
to avoid recapture as is the case with the real property.
The term "qualified heir" is broadly defined to include any member of
the decedent*s family who acquired the property (or to whom the property
passed) from the decedent.—^ In turn, "member of the family" is defined
to encompass an individual's ancestors and lineal descendants, a lineal
descendant of a grandparent, the individual's spouse or the spouse of any
such descendant,—^ Legally adopted children are treated as a child of
blood relationship.
In addition to the "50 percent" rule, at least 25 percent of the
adjusted value of the decedent's gross estfite must be qualified farm (or
other closely-held business) real property that was acquired from or passed
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(l)(A).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(3)(A).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(l).
—''l.R.C. § 2032A(e)(l).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(e)(2), H. R. 6715, § 3(d)(1) would amend I.R.C. § 2032A
(b)(1) to make it clear that property must pass to a qualified heir in
order to be "qualified real property".
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from the decedent to a qualified heir.—^ Again, fair market value figures
are used for determining compliance with the 25 percent rule.
It is clear, then, that a dual valuation system is required to take
advantage of "use" valuation of real property. Fair market value is used
for determining the conditions of eligibility and, as noted below, may be
used in recapture calculations after death. And "use" valuation is utilized
to calculate the federal estate tax gross estate, subject to the overall
limitation that "use" valuation cannot be used to reduce the gross estate
18/
by more than $500,000.— Consequently, an appraisal of fair market
value of the property will still be required in settling most estates.
Turning to the requirements purporting to restrict the privilege to those
involved with a business, the "use" valuation rules specify that during five or
more years in the eight year period ending with the decedent's death,
the real property must have been owned by the decedent or a member of the
decedent's family and held for a qualified use (farming or another closely
19 /
held business use)-;— Moreover, during five or more years in the eight
year period ending with the decedent's death, the decedent or a member of
the decedent's family must have participated materially in the operation of
20/
the farm or other business.—
"Material participation" is a key concept in the legislation. Under
the statute, material participation is to be "determined in a manner
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(l)(B);
—''l.R.C, S 2032A(a)(2). If a marital deduction is claimed, the effective
maximum benefit from "use" valuation is proportionately less than $500,000.
For example, up to one-half of a $1,000,000 adjusted gross estate could
be deducted without advantage being taken of "use" valuation. If the estate
were reduced by $500,000 through application of use valuation, the adjusted
gross estate would be $500,000 and the maximum marital deduction would be
$250,000. Therefore, the real effect of "use" valuation is reduced to $250,000.
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(l)(C)(1).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(C)(ii).
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similar" to 'the way it is defined for determining the tax on net earnings
21/
from self-en^loyment.— The general rule is that real estate rentals
are not self-employment income. However, the presence of material
participation converts rents to self-employment income. As specified in
the regulations, "income derived by an owner ... of land is included in
determining net earnings from self-employment ... if the income is
derived under an arrangement between the owner . . . and another person
which provi'des that such other person shall produce agricultural or
horticultural commodities on such land, and that there shall be material
participation by the owner ... in the production or the management of
the production of such agricultural or horticultural commodities; and . . .
there is material participation by the owner . . . with respect to any
22/
such agricultural or horticultural commodity.—
"Use" valuation rules provide specifically that material participation
23/can be attained by the decedent or a member of the decedent's family.—
Thus, it would seem that the following arrangements would clearly assure
material participation — (1) land rented to a third party by the decedent-
to-be under a material participation lease, and (2) land rented by the
decedent-to-be to a member of the family as the tenant under a material or
non-material participation lease. It would also seem that the following should
qualify, although the authority is less clear, — (1) land rented by the
decedent-to-be to a partnership or corporation owned and controlled by the
decedent-to-be under a material or non-material participation lease, (2) land
21/~'See I.R.C. §§ 1402(a)(1), 2032A(3)(6).
22/—'20 C.F.R. § 404.1053(c)(1)(1976).
23/—'l.R.C. § 2032A(b)(l)(C)(ii).
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rented by the decedent-to-be under a material or non-materlal participation
lease to a partnership or corporation owned and controlled by members of the
family of the decedent-to-be, and (3) land owned by the decedent-to-be and
rented under a material or non-material participation lease to a member of the
family who in turn rents the land as a sublessor under a material participation
lease to a third party tenant. Until clarified by regulations, rulings or
judicial decision, the following are even less clear — (1) land owned by a
partnership or corporation '^' if a majority (with a substantial minority component
of ownership and control by non-eligible material participators) of ownership
and management of the partnership or corporation are provided by the decedent-
to-be; (3) land owned by a partnership or corporation and rented to a third
party tenant under a material participation leasewhere a majority of
ownership and management of the partnership or corporation are provided
by the decedent—to—be and members of the family of the decedent—to—be.
It is reasonably clear, under current law, that material participation
for social security purposes (and hence for "use" value purposes) cannot
be attained by or through an agent.—^ Before 1974, material participation
for social security purposes could be gained through the efforts of an
agent. However, a 1974 amendment to the tax code requires that material
participation be achieved by the owner "determined without regard to any
activities of an agent of such owner ... in the production or the
management or the production or such agricultural or horticultural
commodities."—'' Material participation by an agent is not imputed to
24/The general requirements for land owned by a partnership or corporation
to be, eligible for "use" valuation are discussed on pages
—^See I.R.C. § 1402(a)(1).
—''p.L. 93-368, amending 26 U.S.C. § 1402(a) (1) (Supp. 1975).
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the landowner.
It is not clear what the outcome would be if land were rented directly
to a third party tenant by the decedent-to-be under a material participation
lease where material participation was provided by a member of the family
of the landowner (as the decedent-to-b^ as an agent. This poses a collision
between the status of the member of the family as an agent and as an
eligible material participator on the basis of being a family member.
Material participation may be attained by a member of the family but not
by an agent. It would seem that family member status, by virtue of specific
27/
sanction in the "use" value statute— should prevail. However, this is
not clear.
For those seeking to establish material participation under a lease,
the tests developed for social security purposes may provide helpful
guidelines. Four tests have been developed, any one of which constitutes
28/
material participation—: No. 1 (any three) — (a) provide half or more
of the direct costs of producing a crop, (b) furnish half or more of the
equipment and livestock used, (c) advise and consult with the tenant
periodically, and (d) inspect production activities periodically; No. 2 —
regularly and frequently make decsiions which may be expected significantly
to affect or contribute to the success of the enterprise; No. 3 — perform
physical work in the production or management of the production of commodities
raised (100 hours spread over five or more weeks per year); or No. 4 —
do those things which, in total, show that the landlord is materially and
significantly involved in production.
—^See I.R.C. § 2032A(b)(1)(C)(ii).
—''see 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.1053(c)(3); Social Security Handbook §§ 1224-1322.
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If material participation is to be achieved under a crop share or
livestock share lease based upon participation in decision making, it is
suggested that the lease be drafted with care to show clearly the expected
role for the landowner in the decision-making process. Specifically, it
is suggested that the lease be drafted to require involvement by the land
owner in decisions relating to — (1) cropping patterns and the ..rotation,
if aiiy, to be followed each year, (2) levels of fertilization and formulae
of fertilizer to be applied (NPK), (3) participation or non-participation
in government price/income support programs, (4) plans for chemical weed
and insect control including type of chemical, rate of application and type
of application (broadcast or band), (5) soil and water conservation practices
to be followed, (6) scheduling of repairs to buildings, fences and tile
lines, (7) decisions on use of storage facilities as between landlord and
tenant, (8) changes in basic tillage practices (e.g. shift to minimum
tillage), (9) varieties of seed to be purchased, (10) marketing strategy
for the landlord's share of the crop and coordination of delivery by the
tenant, and (11) for livestock share leases, decisions relative to type of
livestock production to be undertaken, level of production planned, nutrition
and animal health plans and marketing strategies. It is also suggested that
the landowner maintain a daily, diary type record of activities reliated to
participation in the production of income under the lease.
In many situations, planning to meet the pre-death requirements for
"use" valuation may be directly competitive with eligibility for social
29/
security benefits.— If a member of the family serves as the material
29/
— Material participation is likely to have implications for social security
tax as well as benefit eligibility. Material participation produces earned •
income which is subject to self-employment tax unless earnings exceed the
current covered amount ($17,700 for 1978). Earned income above the allowable
level in retirement ($4,000 for those 65 or over, $3240 for those under 65)
reduces social security benefits. Except for the year of retirement, reductions
in benefits are calculated on an annual basis starting in 1978. Social Security
Amendments of 1977, P.L. 95-216.
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participator, social security benefits would not be reduced for the land
owner as the decedent-to-be. Additional social security tax would be levied
against the materially participating family member unless his (her) earnings
already exceed the current covered amount. If the landowner as the decedent-
to-be is the only feasible material participator, choice m\ast be made between
qualifying for "use" valuation of land or maintaining social security benefit
eligibility. It should be noted that the social security benefits pass to
the decedent-to-be and are relatively certain in amount; the tax reduction
from "use" valuation would inure to the benefit of the surviving heirs and
the size of the benefit may be difficult to assess. Thus, unless the objective
is to maximize overall family wealth, the decision may be to maintain
social security benefit eligibility.
It should be remembered that earned income reduces social security
benefits only through age 72 (age 70 after 1981). Above those levels, an
incentive exists to redraft non-material participation leases to involve
material participation. If non-material participation is chosen during
the age span from 62 to 72 and then the lease is redrafted to reflect material
participation, it would be necessary for the decedent-to-be to survive
for at least five more years thereafter because of the requirement that
material participation must have occurred for five of the last eight years
before death
30/—'l.R.C. § 2032A(b)(l)(C).
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Although the rules on participation involving a partnership or
corporation are not clear, it would seem that the problem of simultaneous
eligibility for social security benefits and for "use" valuation of land
might be eased with an entity such as a corporation. With direct operation
of the farm by the corporation or rental of the farm by the corporation
to a farm tenant (who is not a family member) under a material participation
lease, the options for assuring material participation at the corporate
level may be greater than assuring material participation directly by
the decedent-to-be or member of the family before death, and by the qualified
heir or member of the qualified heir's family after "death. Specifically,
if all members of the board of directors and all officers and employees
of the corporation are members of the family, sufficient involvement
in management to assure material participation may be possible with
the decedent-to-be limited to labor and management consistent with
maximum social security benefits.
Post-death requirements. To assure that the benefits of "use" valuation
would inure to those with a long-term commitment to the farm business, the
.tax benefits are recaptured under specified circumstances during the 15
years after the death of the landowner.
If the real property is disposed of within 15 years after the
death of the decedent to non-family members or ceases to be used for farming
31/or other closely-held business purposes, the tax benefits are recaptured.—
Note that leasing the property under a material participation lease is a
qualified use of the property. Full recapture occurs within the first
—§ 2032A(c).
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32/
10 years with a phaseout between 10 and 15 years.— Partial dispositions
33 /
lead to partial recapture.— Recapture does not occur, however, on death
of the qualified heir as to that heir's portion of the total amount of
34/
property involved.— In fact, death of the qualified heir terminates
the possibility of recapture as to that individual's qualified property.
Thus, there is an incentive to transfer the property to the qualified
heir who has the highest probability of death because his or her death
within the 15 year recapture period will terminate the recapture possibility.
Recapture apparently occurs upon transfer of the real property even
35/though the transfer is income tax free as a tax-free exchange,— involuntary
36/ 37/
conversion— or sale and reinvestment of a principal residence.— However,
if the property is disposed of by means of an involuntary conversion or
condemnation proceeding and the proceeds are channeled into the remaining
qualifying property, the recapture rules apparently do not apply.
38/
It was not intended for recapture to occur upon the tax-free transfer—
of qualified real property to a partnership or corporation if — (1) the
qualified heir retains the same equitable interest in the property as
before the transfer, (2) the partnership or corporation would be considered
—''l.R.C. § 2032A(c)(3).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(2)CD).
—^I.R.C. § 2032ACc)(l).
35/
— I.R.C. § 1031.
—^I.R.C, § 1033.
37/
—'l.R.C. § 1034.
—''see I.R.C. §§ 351, 721.
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39 /
a closely-held business— and the partnership or corporation consents to
personal liability for recapture of tax if it disposes of the real property
or ceases to use the property for qualified purposes during the period in
40/
which recapture could occur.—
Cessation of qualified use triggering recapture can also occur if
material participation is not continued after death. Absence of material
participation for three or more years during any eight year period ending
41/
after the decedent's death results in recapture.— Note that this recapture
rule does not assure eight years after death to amass five years of material
participation. Rather, conditions for recapture could be met during the
first year after death or any year thereafter. This rule suggests that
attention should be given to the selection of executors or administrators.
Unless a member of the family is the farm tenant or otherwise in a position
to be a material participator, the estate representative may be the only
eligible material participator. In those situations, a member of the family
should be the executor or administrator if "use" valuation eligibility is
important unless absence of material participation during the period of estate
settlement would not result in disqualification.
The requirement for post-death material participation means that
immediate attention should be given after death to review of material
participation status. It may be necessary to revise the lease and shift
to material participation in order to avoid disqualification or recapture
of the tax benefit.
39/
See I.R.C. §§ 2032A(g), 6166: at least 20 percent of the partnership
interest or corporate stock included in the deceased's estate or the firm
have 15 fewer partners or shareholders, as the case may be.
40/
See Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives,
tate and Gift Tax Reform
I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(7)(B).
"Est Act of 1976," Rep't No. 94-1380, at 25, n. 3.
41/
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Because of the way the post-death material participation requirement
is phrased, the unwary — and even some who are wary — may suffer loss
of eligibility for "use" valuation. For that reason, it is suggested that
legislative or regulatory attention be given either — (1) to eliminating
the material participation requirement for a period after death equaling
normal estate settlement, or (2) to amending the statute such that five
years of material participation in the first eight years after death would
meet the requirement.
It is important to note that material participation is to be by
the qualified heir or any member of the qualified heir's family, for the
42/
period during which the property was held by the qualified heir.— This
contrasts with the requirement that material participation be by the
decedent or any member of the decedent's family during the time the
i Q /
property was held by the decedent.—
The recapture of tax benefits upon disposal outside the family or
upon cessation of use for farming or other closely-held business uses
is the lesser of — (1) the "adjusted tax difference(the excess of
the federal estate tax liability that would have been incurred had "use"
valuation not been used over the actual federal estate tax liability based
on "use" valuation), or (2) the gain on sale over "use" value or the excess
of fair market value of the property over the "use" value if disposal is
—§ 2032ACc)(7)(B)(ii).
—§ 2032A<c)(7)(B)(i).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(2)(A)(i).
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45/
other than by sale or exchange at arm^s length.— If more than one
qualified heir receives qualified real property, the recaptured tax
liability is allocated among the property Interests in proportion to their
respective reductions in value. Qualified heirs are made personally liable
46/for the recaptured tax.— That outcome is not changed even though the
qualified heir or heirs may not have received the full tax benefits from
"use" valuation and may have paid fair market value for the property in
an intrafamily settlement.
It is important to note that recapture requires at most the repayment
of tax that would have been due had "use" valuation not been used.
Recapture does not require the payment of interest on the recaptured tax.
The benefit from "use" valuation thus could be substantial even if recapture
were to occur. For example, postponement of payment of $100,000 of tax
for 10 years is "worth" $115,894 if the deferred tax could be invested
with an eight percent net return. This economic advantage from the "time
value of money" is offset at least in part by the lower income tax basis
for the property inasmuch as "use" value becomes the value used at death
for the "fresh start" adjustment under the carryover basis rules,
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(2)(A)(ii).
—^I.R.C. § 2032A(c)(6).
47/
—I.R.C. § 1023.
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Special rules for land held by an entity. The regulations are to
set forth the application of the "use" valuation rules for property interests
48/
held in a partnership, corporation or trust.— The legislative intent
seems clear that land owned by entities is to be ineligible for "use"
valuation. The major question seems to be the eligibility requirements
imposed upon land owned other than by individuals.
Statutorily, for land held by a partnership to be eligible the
decedent's interest in the partnership must comprise 20 percent or more
of the total capital interest in the partnership or the partnership must
49 /
have 15 or fewer partners.— Similarly, for a corporation to be an owner
of land eligible for "use" valuation the decedent's interest in the
corporation must comprise 20 percent or more of the value of the voting
stock or the corporation must have 15 or fewer shareholders A trust or
estate is not subject to comparable limitations, but a person must hold
a present interest in a trust to be eligible and property owned by a
trust or estate is considered proportionately owned by its beneficiaries.—^
Likewise, property owned by a partnership or corporation is deemed to be
52/
proportionately owned by the partners and shareholders, respectively.—
This suggests that the decedent's fractional ownership of the entity would
govern in terms of the fraction of the entity's real property deemed owned
by the decedent.
48/
— I'.'R.C, § 2032A(g). No mention is made of land owned by an estate although
the section providing the definition of "closely-held business" does include
estates. I.R.C. § 6166(b)(2)(C).
—^I.R.C. §§ 2032A(g), 6166(b)(1)(B).
—§§ 2032A(g), 6166(b)(1)(C).
—^I.R.C. § 6166Cb)(2)(C).
—^Ibid. .
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For real property owned by entities, the material participation
requirements seem to warrant special attention. Because it does not
53/appear that material participation can be achieved by agent,— it would
seem that material participation for real property held in a trust or by
a partnership or corporation must be achieved by the decedent-to-be or
a member of the family. The issue again becomes one of whether material
participation by those who have a majority interest in the entity will be
adequate. For a partnership, until clarifying regulations are issued,
it would seem wise to plan for all partners to be eligible material
participators, if possible. Likewise, in a corporation it would seem
prudent for all members of the board of directors and all officers to be
eligible material participators until definitive guidance is received
from the Department of Treasury.
For a trust, until clarified by regulations, an eligible material
participator should be at least a co-trustee (unless material participation
is achieved otherwise) with the trust agreement specifying that farm
management decisions are to be made by the eligible material participator.
Federal tax lien
A special lien is imposed on all qualified farm or closely-held business
real property for which an election has been made to utilize "use" valuation.
The lien continues until — (1) the potential liability for recapture
ceases (15 years), (2) the qualified heir dies, or (3) the tax benefit is
53/—'see I.R.C. § 1402(a.i)(l)
54/—'l.R.C. § 6324B.
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recaptured.The lien must be filed with the Clerk of the United States
District Court of the district where the property is located or another
state-designated office in order to preserve its priority against a
purchaser, holder of a security interest, mechanic's lien or judgment lien
56/
creditor.—
Even though properly filed, the special lien does not take priority
over designated "super priority" claims. That includes real property taxes
and special assessments for public improvements,-^^ mechanic's liens for
58/
repair or improvement of the property,— security interests for the
construction or iTi5>rovement of real property (to the extent of the real
60/
59/property involved in the improvement),— a contract to construct or
improve real property (to the extent of the proceeds of the contract) ,-
or "the raising or harvesting of a farm crop or the raising of livestock
or other animals" (to the extent of the crops or livestock involved and the
property affected by the general lien for unpaid federal taxes).—^
Obligations for other purposes, such as borrowing to acquire interests of
other heirs or to pay state death taxes and estate settlement costs would
be subject to the lien. Also subject to the lien would be t3rpical refinancing
arrangements where the real property is used to secure new funds advanced to
"/l.R.C. § 632AB(b).
§§ 6324B(c), 6324A(d)(l), 6323(f).
"/l.R.C. §§ 6324B(c), 6324A(d)(3)(A), 6323(b)(6).
§§ 6324B(c), 6324A(d)(3)(B).
55/i.r.c. §§ 6324B(c), 6324A(d)(3)(C), 6323(c)(3)(A)(i), 6323(c)(3)(B)(i).
^°/l.R.C. 6324B (c). 6324A(d)(3)(C), 6323(c)(3)(A)(ii), 6323(c)(3)(B)(ii).
§§ 6324B(c), 6324A(d)(3)(C), 6323(c)(3)(A)(iii), 6323(c)(3)(B)(iii), 6321.
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repay outstanding"obligations. Thus, conflicts between the special lien
and subsequent debt obligations may be especially acute if the lender requires
a first lien for credit extension. However, the special tax lien may be
subordinated with the approval of the Department of the Treasury if sufficient
collateral exists to secure adequately the interest of the Department of
62/
the Treasury as well as those of the lender.— And the Department of
the Treasury may authorize other security to be substituted for the real
63/
property in question to secure payment of the tax.— Additional guidance
in this area would be helpful to taxpayers, lenders and field personnel
of the Internal Revenue Service,
III. Benefits of "Use" Valuation
The benefits to individual farm estates of the "use" valuation procedure
will result from the reduced estate tax liability because of a lower taxable
estate as well as the reduced liquidation costs that will be incurred
to pay the estate taxes. To assist farmers in evaluating the benefits
of "use" valuation, the major provisions of Section 2032A have been
6A/
incorporated in the ISU Computer Assisted Estate Planning "model.— The
procedure used to estimate the "use" value of farm real estate is based on
the capitalized value of cash rents minus property taxes.
Because of the difficulty encountered in obtaining cash rent data
from individual users (some who have had no experience in the cash rental
market), cash rents are estimated based on the current market value of real
—^I.R.C, § 6325.
—''l.R.C. § 6324B(d).
64/— Boehlje, Michael and Neil E. Harl, "Computer Assisted Estate Analysis",
Law-Econ 163, Department of Economics, Iowa State University, July 1977.
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estate as provided by the user. This estimation procedure utilizes the
equations of Table 1 which were obtained by regressing USDA cnsh rent
data for the different districts of Iowa as a function of land values
fi s /
from the Iowa Land Value Survey.— The data base for these estimates
includes the years 1956 to 1976. A separate equation was estimated for
each of the nine crop reporting districts in Iowa, and the statistical
properties of all nine equations indicate that land value and land value
squared are significant explanatory variables in the regression equation
2
at the .05 probability level, and all of the equations have an R of
.99 or better, indicating that these two variables explain in excess of
99% of the variation in cash rents. One would not expect these specific
equations to be sufficiently accurate to be utilized in determining cash
rents for specific pieces of property when filing an estate tax return,
but they do appear to be adequate for planning purposes. Note the
similarity in the equations for all nine crop reporting districts in Iowa,
and also note that in all cases cash rents are estimated to be an
increasing function of land values, but that cash rents increase at a
decreasing rate as land value increases.
These equations are used in the Computer Assisted Estate Analysis
model to estimate the "use" value for qualified real estate in the
following manner. The user or client is asked to provide information on the
"fair market value" of the real estate on a per acre basis. Using this
current market value in the appropriate equation for the user's crop
—^Harris, Duane, Tim Lord and Marjorie Groves, "1977 Iowa Land Value Survey,"
FM 1744, Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University, January 1978.
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reporting district, a cash rent value for the current year is determined.
Then, an estimate of the value of the real estate in the previous year
is determined by multiplying the current market value times the appropriate
rate of change in land values for that area as estimated by the Iowa Land
Value Survey. This'estimate of land value is again entered into the cash
rent regression equation and a cash rent is estimated for the previous
year. The estimation procedure continues for five years into the past
with the land value being decreased each year based on the rate of change
suggested by the Iowa Land Value Survey, and the cash rent each year being
obtained through the use of the regression equation. Once the five year
cash rent series has been estimated, the average can be calculated.
A similar procedure was to be used in determining the 5 year average
property taxes, but because of limited data availability, a more simple
statewide rather than district estimation procedure was utilized. The
capitalization rate was obtained from the Omaha Farm Credit Banks by
averaging effective interest rates on new Federal Land Bank loans for
the most recent five years.
The estimated "use" value of farm land based on the above computation
procedure is compared to the'tair market value" in Table 2. The estimation
equation for Central Iowa (District 3) was used to obtain the "use" value
estimates. The estimation procedure suggests a use value for this district
that is approximately 30 to 45 percent of fair market value. Also note
that the reductions in value due to "use" valuation procedures in general
are larger for the higher valued land compared to land with lower values.
These results imply that larger benefits of "use" valuation will accrue in
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those regions of Iowa with high land values compared to those areas with
low land values.
The specific benefits of use valuation of real property for estates of
different sizes and composition are summarized in Table 3, The calculations
assume a farm operation with land valued at $1450 per acre and a will
that transfers all property to the spouse at the husband's death and then
to the children at the wife's subsequent death. Note that with a net worth
of approximately $250,000, "use" valuation has little benefit because the
marital deduction and credits are sufficient to eliminate most of the
tax liability even if the property is valued at "fair market value". In
these cases, the executor may choose to value the property at "fair market"
rather than "use" value to increase the basis and thus increase the
depreciation deductions and reduce the potential capital gains tax at
a subsequent sale.
With a $500,000 net worth coTi5)rised of approximately 50 percent real
property, the use valuation privilege saves taxes and reduces the liquidation
costs at the deaths of both husband and wife. A total tax savings of
$41,872 can be attributed to the use valuation election at both deaths.
This tax savings along with the reduction in liquidation costs results
in the transfer of $47,896 of additional property from the parent to
the heirs, a savings of almost 10 percent of the net worth of the estate.
If the estate was comprised of 90 percent real property/ the tax savings
at both deaths amounts to $64,556, and total property transferred to the
heirs is increased by $78,119 through the election of special use valuation.
Thus, the heirs receive almost 14 percent more of the parents*estate if
use valuation is elected.
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The numerical results of Table 3 illustrate that use valuation also
has sizable benefits for the $750,000 and $1,000,000 size estates. With
the $750,000 estate comprised of 90 percent real property, the heirs
receive $124,618 more wealth through the use valuation election.
With a $1,000,000 estate comprised of 90 percent real property, the benefits
of use valuation total $161,798, and the heirs receive almost 15 percent
more of the parents* estate when the real property is valued using special
use valuation procedures rather than fair market value.
The results of these computer analyses suggest a number of conclusions.
First, the benefits of use valuation in terms of tax savings are substantial,
for estates in excess of $250,000. The benefit increases as estate
size increases because with increasingly larger estates a larger proportion
of. the maximum allowable reduction of $500,000 can be utilized. Furthermore,
even for those estates that can utilize the entire $500,000 maximum allowable
reduction due to use valuation, increased benefits from use valuation will
still accrue as the estate size increases because of the progressive nature
of•the marginal tax rates. Obviously, estates with a larger proportion of
real property will be able to obtain larger benefits from use valuation,
thus encouraging those who can qualify to purchase real estate rather than
personal property because of the potential tax benefits. And finally,
the benefits of use valuation accrue not only from the tax savings, but
because of the reduced liquidation costs that will be incurred to pay the
taxes. The results summarized here suggest that use valuation can increase
substantially the amount of property transferred to the heirs, and with
the sizable benefits that can be obtained by using this procedure,
significant cost and effort can be incurred to qualify for and obtain
the "use" value privilege.
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Table 1. Equations for Estimating Cash Rent for Farmland in Iowa
District Intercept Land Value Land Value Squared
Northwest (1) -12.0127 +.10410 -.00003206
North Central (2) -10.8024 +.11005 -.00003360
Northeast (3) - 6.3663 +.10336 -.00002210
West Central (4) -15.4241 +.12936 -.00004781
Central (5) -14.7608 +.11605 -.00003458
East Central (6) -10.9015 +.10692 -.00002631-
Southeast (7) -10.5788 +.13415 -.000051894
South Central (8) - 9.7130 +.15524 -.00010231
Southeast (9) -11.2306 +.11779 -.000040875
Table 2. Examples of Use Value Estimates for Central
i
Iowa
Fair -Market Value "Use" Value
"Use" as a Percent
of Market Value
$2200 $675 30.7
2000 661 33.1
1800 639 35.5
1600 608 38.0
1400 563 40.2
1200 504 42.0
1000 429 42.9
800 340 42.5
600 235 39.2
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IV. In5)lications of "Use" Valuation
The benefits of "use" valuation of real estate for individual farmers
have been reviewed in the earlier section. The emphasis of this discussion
will be on effects that "use" valuation will have on land values, investment
patterns, land tenure arrangements, credit transactions and transfer
alternatives.
One would expect that "use" value will typically be less than fair
market value in almost all circumstances. This will occur for at least
two reasons—(1) the investment behavior of farmers suggests that
historically they have been willing to accept a lower rate of return ori
land (and thus a lower discount rate for purposes of valuing and bidding
for land) than the discount rate currently being used in the "use" valuation
formula. Historically, rates of return on land have averaged in the range
of 4-5 percent per year compared to the typical range on interest rates
for new Federal Land Bank loans of 7 1/2-9 percent per year,—^ (2) cash
rental figures as required by the "use" valuation procedure are expected
to be lower than the rental rate received by land owners who are willing
to incur some of hhe risk of production and price changes as reflected in
crop-share rental arrangements. Consequently, since land owners are
frequently expecting a higher income from their investment than the cash
rental rate, and they may be willing to accept a lower rate of return than
the discount rate, one would expect "use" valuation estimates to be
consistently lower than fair market value. For deaths in 1977, "use"
valuations of 35—40 percent of fair market value were relatively common using
the cash rent capitalization approach. Calculations for deaths in 1978
66/Lord, T. J,, Duane Harris and E. G. Stoneberg, "Return to Crop-Share
Rented Land in Iowa in 1976," FM 1700 (Rev,), Cooperative Extension Service,
Iowa State University, May, 1977.
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have reflected a slightly higher set of "use" valuation figures from cash
rent capitalization inasmuch as 1972 cash rents were replaced with 1977
figures which were generally higher. Even at that, "use" value figures of
40-50 percent of fair market value or comparable sale value are not
uncommon.
Although the specific impacts of such deviations between "use" value
and fair market value are not known, one can speculate on the impact this
deviation might have on investment behavior. The benefits of "use" valuation
demonstrated for different size estates in Table 3 can illustrate the
potential impacts for various investors in qualified real property. These
benefits have been summarized on a per acre basis in Table 4. Since the
benefits of use valuation will accrue in the future at death, their
current value can only be evaluated by discounting the benefits at an
appropriate rate to reflect the time, value of money.
Because of the pre-death requirement that qualified property must be
used for farming or other closely held business purposes for five of the
eight years preceding death, one could presumably not obtain the benefits
of a current purchase for at least a minimum of five years. If a purchase
of qualified real property is made with expectations of death in five years,
the present value of the use valuation benefits total $172 per acre for
the $500,000 estate. With the $750,000 and $1,000,000 estates, the -present
)
value of the benefits for a death in five years total $182 and $178 per
acre respectively. As the expected life increases, and thus more years
elapse between the purchase of the property and the date of death, the
present value of the "use" valuation benefit declines. The benefit totals
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$50-60 per acre If death is expected to occur 20 years following the purchase.
These figures indicate the per acre price premium that could be paid for
real property that would qualify for "use" valuation. For a farmer with
a life expectation of- five years, the price premium of Table 4 amounts
to approximately 12% of the fair mdrket value of the land used in the analysis
Thus, it could be expected that with increasing age, farmers would be,
encouraged to move toward a greater investment in land and less investment
in non-land assets. Those with a longer life expectancy would pay.a smaller
premium for the benefits of "use" valuation as indicated in Table A. Thus,
the "use" valuation legislation could enable older farmers to outbid younger
farmers for a particular parcel of land based strictly on the value of. the
tax benefits each would receive. In general, the bid price for farm real
estate would be ejected to rise in the amount of the net present value of
such tax benefits. This can only result in an increased divergence between
the value of the land and its cash income generating capacity.
The above would be the expected result to the extent the individual's
investment in land would not produce the maximum reduction of federal gross
estate of $500,000. Those with sufficient investment in land to assure
without a doubt the maximum reduction in gross estate would be expected to
maintain an investment position in land sufficient to assure the maximum
tax saving but "use" value in itself would not encourage greater investment
in land. On balance, the encouragement for many to increase investment in
land to assure the maximum reduction in tax would be expected^ to generate
upward pressure on land prices, although the net effect might well be modest
*
because many older farmers already have a substantial investment position
in land.
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Table 4, Value of Benefits from "Use" Valuation Per Acre of Land
Benefits
Present Value of Benefits (8%)
Assuming Death in:
Net Worth Per Acre 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years
$ 500,000 $252 $172 $117 $79 $54
$ 750,000 $267 $182 $124 $84 $57
$1,000,000 $261 $178 $121 $82 $56
The size of the benefits accruing from ''use" valuation would be. expected
to attract additional interest in land as an investment, For investors
who do not own farm land or other land eligible for "use" valuation, the
iiiq)act of the "use" valuation option on investment behavior could be much
greater than for farmers. Thus, a nonfarmer with no investment in land
but with a $2,000,000 estate could shift $1,000,000 to land, reduce his
or her gross estate by $500,000, and obtain an assumed federal estate tax
benefit of $225,000 (45 percent tax bracket). A farmer with a $2,000,000
estate, half or more of which was in land, would derive the same dollar
benefit but the effect on investment patterns would be less.
As noted, the size of estate of the investor influences the absolute'
size of the "use" valuation benefits with those possessing larger estates
receiving a greater net benefit from a $500,000 reduction in the gross
estate from "use" valuation. Thus, the maximum tax savings from "use"
valuation of land would range from zero (for those.with estates not subject
to federal estate tax) to $350,000 for someone in the, 70 percent federal
estate tax bracket. In addition to these tax savings, any reduction in
liquidation costs would also be attributable to the "use" valuation privilege.
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It is clear, then, that the major impact on investment patterns
would be felt as investors able to meet the pre-death and post-death
requirements for "use" valuation of land endeavor to gain a position in land
ownership sufficient to assure a reduction in the gross estate of $500,000.
The net value of the tax benefit rises with size of estate because of
the graduated tax rate but once the $500,000 reduction in gross estate
is reached, further benefits come from having a larger estate and that is
a function not just of ownership of land but of ownership of all assets.
Thus, if the gate restricting the "use" valuation privilege is opened
further to enable "non-farm" investors to obtain the tax benefits noted
above, one would expect increased movement of equity capital from the
non-farm into the farm sector. The implications of such movements with'
respect to the separation of ownership and control of farm assets should
be evaluated. It would be expected that additional capital would flow
into farmland, driving up the price, until investors were once again
indifferent between investing in farmland with the benefits of "use"
valuation and investing in other assets valued at death at fair market
value. Thus, the effect would be a one-time increase in land value with
subsequent purchasers paying a higher price for land.
If the "gate" does hold, the result would be a substantial economic
advantage for those able to meet the pre-death and post-death requirements
with the result that such individuals (presumably farmers and those
actively involved in management under a lease) would be able to bid land
away from those ineligible to utilize "use" valuation (presumably non-farm
investors).
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Certainly, free flows of capital between various sectors of the economy
are essential to optimal resource allocation. But, increased incentives
for investment attributable primarily to tax legislation, particularly
when that investment may do little to add to the productivity of the sector
as is frequently the case with purchases of farm real estate, must be
evaluated with care.—^
The current situation concerning material participation and the cdnflicts
therein with respect to simultaneously obtaining social security benefits
and maintaining qualification for "use" valuation will certainly have
implications for leasing arrangements. In essence, this conflict has
the attributes of self-destruction, for to maintain material participation,
many leasing arrangements may be changed from cash rent to crop share
rental agreements. This would reduce the number of potential observations
from which to obtain data for the capitalized rent approach to "use"
valuation since under current law only cash rent data can be used. In
addition, changes in leasing from cash to crop-share agreements would
be expected to increase the risk that will be borne by retirement age
farmers. The implications for the services offered by farm manageraertt firms
are apparent unless legislative changes occur. Certainly, one of the key
issues that must be faced squarely is the cost versus the benefit of
Purchase by non-farm investors of farm land from other non-farm
investors or non-farm heirs of deceased farmers assures an out-flow
of capital from agriculture comparable to the inflow from the new
investment if land values are left unchanged. Only in the event land
is purchased from farmers and the resulting funds are available for
financing agricultural^production would investment in agriculture by
non-farm investors have a direct effect on availability of production
credit. Moreover, if the presence of additional outside capital results
bidding up of farm land prices, the land base has "absorbed"
additional capital but without any necessary direct effect on capital
availability for production. See Harl, "Influencing the Structure of
Agriculture, paper delivered in Distinguished Visitor LectureSeries,
University of Arizona, February 27, 1978, p. 8.
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changing the material participation rules to allow participation by
agent. Such a change would enable those not actively involved in the farm
business such as retired widows to utilize the services of a farm management
agency to operate the farm without the risk of disqualification for "use"
valuation. However, the potential cost that may be incurred in terms
of encouraging "non-farm" investors to purchase farm real estate, parti
cularly in light of the benefit estimates presented earlier, cannot
be viewed lightly.
It is fundamental to any discussion and analysis of the "use" valuation
of land to reach an agreement on the purposes of the legislation and the
objectives of the U.S. Congress in enacting Such a departure from traditional
fair market value. Although different interpretations exist, it is
believed that the basic purpose to be served by the legislation was to
reduce the federal estate tax burden for estates holding an interest in
farms and other small businesses, and not necessarily to reduce the federal
estate tax burden for those investing in farmland. This is an important
point and should be kept firmly in mind in evaluating proposed amendments
to the statute.
The tax lien that attaches to real property if "use" valuation is
elected has lii?)lications concerning credit utilization and credit flows
in agriculture. Some lenders have expressed reservations as to advancing
funds if the security already has a "use" valuation tax lien attached. If
such a lien is attached to real property, it may reduce the possibility of
using that property as the collateral for refinancing as commonly occurs
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during farm expansion and in periods of financial stress.— Consequently,
if such liens become a common occurrence, those farmers may find it more
difficult to use their real estate as a source of security for credit
transactions.
An in^jortant implication of the recapture rules that may result in
conflicts between "on-farm" and "off-farm" heirs should also be noted.
As has been indicated earlier, if the real property ceases to be used
for a qualified purpose or is sold outside the family^ recapture of any
tax benefits may occur. A conflict between the heirs can clearly occur
in the following scenario which is not atypical in the agricultural
sector. Assume the on-farm heir, because of disability or other
investment opportunities including the opportunity to purchase a more
productive parcel of real estate, decides to sell the qualified property
and pay his portion of the recapture tax. The non-farm qualified heirs
would be forced by this decision to become material participators, or to
pay their share of the recapture tax. One might expect such a conflict
between the interests of the on-farm and off-farm family heir could result
in substantial family discord during the fifteen year period when recapture
can occur. \
Implications for gift giving and sale of the property prior to death
should also be noted. Presumably, the proceeds of a sale including the
installment sale of land would not qualify for "use" valuation. Consequently,
68/
— For exaii5)le, 15% of the funds loaned in the Omaha Federal Land Bank
district in 1977 were advanced to pay short-term debts and 28% were used
to refinance mortgages; Federal Land Bank of Omaha, 1977 Annual Report,
January 1978, p. 3.
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the sale of real property prior to death may in fact increase the estate
tax liability even though such a sale may satisfy other estate planning
objectives. Furthermore, the sale or gift of sufficient property to reduce
the proportion of qualified property below the 50 and 25 percent pre-death
requirements discussed earlier would also preclude the election of use
valuation. So, care must be exercised in planning for the gift or sale of
property during lifetime if it is desired to maintain eligibility for the
"use" valuation privilege. And note that maintaining eligibility for this
privilege may in fact present conflicts with other estate planning objectives,
specifically in cases where a gradual transition of an "on-going" firm
from one generation to the next is desired.
A final point should be noted concerning the interface between the
"use" valuation provisions and the regulations concerning "carryover
basis"—^ and installment reporting of federal estate tax.—^ In brief,
the "carryover basis" rules eliminate the stepped-up basis that was obtained
by the recipient of property at the decedent*s death prior to 1977, and
replace it with a basis that is carried over from the decedent. Thus,
at the time of a subsequent sale, tax will be due on the amount of gain
as calculated by the market value of the property at the time of the
sale minus the basis of the property adjusted for the gain deemed to
have accrued prior to January 1, 1977, and the other adjustments to basts
that may be made under the carryover basis rules.—^ If "use" valuation
is used to value real property, this value is also used in the calculation
72/of the "fresh start" adjustment to "carryover basis".— The result of
—^I.R.C. § 1023.
—^I .R.C. § 6166.
-^^I.R.C. § 1023(h). Por a complete discussion of the carryover basis rules,
see Neil E. Harl and Michael D. Boehlje, "A Review and Critiaue of Selected
Problem Areas from the Tax Reform Act of 1976", Law Econ 200 (Rev.), April, 1978,
—^I.R.C. § 1023.
I'nge ^3
"use" valuation would be a reduction in the adjusted basis and an increase
in the gain taxable at a subsequent sale. The combination of use valuation
and the carryover basis rules could result in the accumulation of substantial
gain in real property. If real estate continues to increase in value,
a further gain and thus tax liability will accrue so that recipients of
property transferred at death may be increasingly reluctant to sell because
of the large tax burden. This "locked-in" effect may result in reduced"
offerings of real estate on the market and more rental arrangements. With
reduced offerings, values for property on the market may be bid up even
further, and certainly different types of credit demands would arise
with the emphasis on financing rental arrangements rather than real
estate purchases.
The provisions with respect to installment reporting of federal
estate tax may also influence the transfer of real estate by the decedent-
to-be before death. To qualify for the 15-year installment payment
privilege, a closely-held business must exceed 65 percent of the adjusted
73/gross estate,—Thus, a decedent-to-be would not plan to sell or gift
business real or personal property to others if he plans to qualify for
installment payment of tax and such a sale or gift would reduce the business
property to 65 percent or less of the adjusted gross estate. In fact,
the combination of the installment payment of tax and "use" valuation
rules is expected to discourage transfers of real property by the decedent-
to-be, and the "carry-over" basis rules will likely discourage transfers
by the heirs. The result could be that those families who how own rural
—^I.R.C, § 6166(b)(1)(B).
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real property will encounter encouragement not to transfer that
property outside the family and a rather exclusive class of rural
land holders would develop over the years. The political and social
implications of such a permanent group of land owners with the tax
system discouraging entry are beyond the scope of this discussion, but
such a land tenure system may not be in the best interests of the
"family farm".
APPENDIX A
CCMPUTATION OF AVi-liAGE INTEREST RATKS
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha
Number of
Months
5-Year Period Ended 12-31-77;
1-1-73
10-1-73
7-1-74
11-1-74
9-1-75
11-1-77
9-30-73
6-30-74
10-31-74
8-31-75
10-31-77
12-31-77
Average Interest Rate for 5-Year Period
Ended 12-31-77 - To Be Used When Death
Occurs in 1978
5-Year Period Ended 12-31-76;
1-1-72
4-1-72
10-1-73
7-1-74
11-1-74
9-1-75
3-31-72
9-30-73
6-30-74
10-31-74
8-31-75
12-31-76
Average Interest Rate for 5-Year Period
.Ended 12-31-76 - To Be Used When Death
Occurs in 1977
9
9
4
10
26
_2
60
3
18
9
4
10
15
60
Interest
Rate
7.50%
8.00
8.50
9.00
8.75
8.25.
8.46%
8.00%
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
8.75
8.257o
APPENDIX B
FEDERAL LAND BANK OF OMAHA
206 SOUTH 19TH STREET. FARM CREDIT BUILDING
OMAHA. NEBRASKA 66102
January 18, 1978
To: All Presidents and Branch Office Managers
Subject: Average Interest Rate for Use in 1978
In January, 1977, we advised you that the 1976 Tax Reform Act permitted an
executor of an estate to elect one of two methods of valuing real estace
used in farming or in a closely-held business, in order to compute the
estate tax. One method involved the Federal ^nd Bank's interest rates ,
for the past 5 years.
The average interest rate on loans made by the Federal Land Bank of Omaha
for the 5-year period from January 1, 1973, to December 31, 1977, was
8,46 percent. This rate would apply where death occurs in 1978. The av
erage interest rate for the 5-year period from January 1, 1972, to December 31,
1976, was ,8.25. This rate would apply where death occurred in 1977.
The Internal Revenue Code provides that the interest rate shall be the
"effective rate" and our annual percentage rate when computed in accord
ance with actuarial principals for Truth-in-Lending is 1/2 percent greater
than the contract, or billing, rates reflected above. Also, there are 12
Federal Land Bank Districts and the rates of the Federal Land Bank of Ctaaha
are not necessarily identical with the rates of other Districts.
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha makes no representation concerning the inter
pretation of the tax law. This letter is provided for informational purposes,
only. If you are so requested, you may provide a copy of this letter to
any persons making' inquiry.
Attachment
Sincerely,
1-Ll^
James E. Ludeman
Vice President
APPENDIX C
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY of Sciencc and Technology
Cooperative Extenaloti Service , , . Afloea, lova
IOWA FARM LAND RENTAL RATES 1972-1977
Table 1. Estimated Farm Land Rental Rates
Whole Farm - Dollars Per Acre
Iowa
FM 1728
August, 1977
. Crop District 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972
Northwest $76 $69 $56 $54 $37 $32
North Central 86 77 69 53 41 38
Northeast 78 69 60 48 36 33
West Central 76 68 57 56 37 34
Central 88 82 70 63 45 42
East Central 90 73 66 54 42 39
Southwest 70 58 49 43 34 33
South Central 53 44 41 39 28 28
Southeast 78 69 54 51 42 38
State Average $79 $69 $60 $53 $39 $35
Table 2. Estimated
Crop Land
Farm Land
- Dollars
Rental Rates
Per Acre
- Iowa
Crop District 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972
Northwest $85 $72 $61 $53 $39 $32
North Central 95 81 74 59 43 38
Northeast 90 79 70 60 40 33
West Central 84 73 64 55 41 34
Central 99 88 85 63 48 42
East Central 102. 86 77 62 48 39
Southwest 87 67 59 49 49 33
South Central 69 58 60 48 38 28
Southeast 97 81 71 61 48 38
State Average $90 $77 $70 $58 $44 $35
Service] «"lved from the Economic
Neil E. Harl
APPENDIX D February 25, 1978
Suggested Guidelines
for
Cash Rent Data Collection
for
"Use Valuation of Farmland"
Section 2032A of the Internal Revenue Code, which was added by the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, creates two new methods for valuing land» One,
for which only farmland is eligible, includes capitalization of gross
cash rent on comparable land in the locality (minus property taxes) at
the average annual effective Federal Land Bank interest rate. All cal
culations are to use the last five full calendar years before death. The
other new method for valuing land, open to farmland and other land used
in a closely-held business, is a five factor formula. The rent capital
ization approach is expected to be used to a much greater degree for
farmland than the five factor formula.
One of the major problems with the rent capitalization approach is
in identifying actual tracts of land that are cash rented and that are
comparable to the decedent*s tract or tracts as required by the statute.
For the rent capitalization approach to become operational, it appears
that it will be necessary to identify tracts of comparable land that
have been leased under cash rental arrangements for the last five years
prior to the decedent's death. A suggested procedure for identifying
such tracts of land, acquiring cash rental information, creating an ap
propriate custodial arrangement for the data, and assuring data retrieval
from the file are discussed below.
The usefulness of a system for adducing cash rental information is
enhanced if the procedures used are uniform throughout the state. There
fore, it is suggested that the procedures followed be as uniform as
possible throughout the state. *
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I. The Questionnaire
Using the questionnaire
A three part questionnaire identified as "Uniform Questionnaire:
Cash Rents" has been developed for use in collecting cash rental infor
mation* A limited number of copies have been made available from the
Department of Economics, Iowa State University. The questionnaire may
be reproduced locally as needed.
Fart I - The first part of the questionnaire contains basic iden
tifying information. An identifying number should be assigned to the
tract covered by the questionnaire by the local custodian of the file.
This identifying number is viewed as an aid in filing and retrieving
information locally. It is suggested that the nuoiber contain the county
number and the number of the questionnaire assigned in order as the ques
tionnaires are received by the custodian of the local file. Por example*
the first questionnaire submitted for Hamilton County would be assigned
the number 40-1. The county name also appears and can be entered before
local reproduction if desired.
The rest of the first page of Part I is completed by the local in
terviewer. Interviewers are urged to complete Part I even if there is
less than 5 years* rental experience for the tract. Even cash rental
for 1978 only would be helpful if the tract continues to be cash rented
in the future. Obviously, cash rental for 1972 only is of little value.
However, even there, it Is possible that such data could conceivably be
useful If the regulations permit the establishment of cash rental rates
by piecing together information from tracts cash rented for less than
the f\ill five year period. The questionnaire requests cash rent infor-
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maClon from 1972 forward under the assumption that information for the
5 years 1972 through 1976 will be useful for several years in conjunc
tion with the filing of federal estate tax returns for deaths in 1977
and in conjunction with the audits of such returns.
The code number for the part of the farm that is cash rented should
be completed by the interviewer if and to the extent possible.
• The county number is a two digit number assigned by the counties
by alphabetic listing. Boone County is 08, Polk County is 77.
• Each individual or firm participating in the data collection ef
fort should be assigned a two digit number by the custodi^ of the file.*
That niunber should be entered above "Interviewer".
• The tract number is one or more two digit numbers describing the
tract in question within a section, A diagram listing code numbers by
40 acre tract appears on the back of Fart I of the questionnaire and is
set out below also —
Tract Code Within a Section
44 41 14 11
43 42 13 12
34 31 24 21
33 32 23 22
To describe the NW 1/4 of the section, the tract number would be shown as
41-44, the E 1/2 of the NE 1/4 would be shown as 11-12. The full section
would appear as 11-44.
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• The section number is a two digit number. section 6 would
be listed as "06", section 36 would appear as "36".
• The township part of the code is a three digit number, giving
the township north of the base line.
• The range is a two digit number giving the range from the 5th
Principal Meridian.
The person interviewed should be asked to con^lete and sign the
"Statement by Person Interviewed" at the bottom of Part I. .
Part II - It is recognized that some individuals are sensitive to
the sharing of cash rental information. Thus, In some Instances, the
person Interviewed may be willing to coiiq)lete Part I but not be willing
to complete Part II. If the person interviewed is willing to provide
specific information on rental, Part II should be completed.
The top half of Part II is to be completed only if the entire farm
is cash rented. If the residence Is separately rented, that information
may be entered on lines 1(b) and 1(c). The next four lines request in
formation tio be used in statistical estimation at Iowa State University*
The lower half of Part II is used if less than the entire farm is
cash rented.
For both portions of Part II, the form asks for acres Involved,
the cash rental in dollars or dollars-per acre, and the property tax in
dollars.
Again, the person interviewed should con^lete and sign the state
ment at the bottom of the page.
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Part III - This part provides an opportunity for memorializing the
I
Com Suitability Rating for the tract or tracts Involved. Space Is pro
vided for three tracts on each sheet; additional sheets may be used and
marked appropriately. The interviewer Is not expected to cor^lete Part
III. information entered on Part III may be helpful in determining
what is "comparable land" and is essential for Iowa State University
research purposes. For 1978, Iowa State University data needs will
likely be limited to designated pilot counties.
The reverse side gives an example of Com Suitability Rating cal
culation and contains a worksheet for figuring the Rating for aggregated
tracts for which CSR information is available. The Com Suitability
Rating may be helpful in determining what is "comparable land". In coun
ties in which CSR information is available (about two-thirds of the coun
ties in Iowa), the data are in the hands of the County Assessor. A list
ing of those counties appears as Exhibits A and B.
Collecting Cash Rent Information
It is suggested that each county participating in the pilot project
in 1978 to collect cash rent information develop a plan for completion
of questionnaires. The following may be helpful ways to approach the
collection problem —
1. Ask each individual or firm preparing farm Income tax returns
to request permission of the taxpayer for completion of the questionnaire
(or at least Part I thereof) if the tax preparer notes farm cash rent
paid or received.
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2. A request could be made of farm lenders to assist In the data
collection effort with supplies of the questionnaire made available to
those Interested In participating.
Coiiq>leted questionnaires should be transmitted periodically to the
custodian of the local file. While in the custody of the Interviewer,
the conq)leted questionnaires should be treated as confidential informa-
tlon to assure confidence In the system by persons interviewed.
Establishing and Maintaining the Local File
In reco^ltion of the sensitivity of cash rental information, and
in an effort to assure confidence in the total cash rental collection
system, it is necessary in each county to establish a custodian for the
local file. It is suggested that interested individuals in each county
(or groi^ of counties if approached in a multi-county basis) reach an
agreement on an appropriate custodian for the local file. The custodian
of the file should be selected to assure —
1. Accessibility to the file by all eligible parties as defined
in next section.
2. An appropriate degree of custodial care to guard against un
authorized release of the information.
3. That the file will be maintained on an up-*to-date basis to
facilitate use.
Local groups are urged to consider establishment of a nonprofit
corporation (Chapter 504A of the Iowa Code) as a custodian with seats
on. the governing board occupied by representatives of user groiq)8.
Such corporations could be chartered for the sole pu^ose of serving as
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local custodian for the cash rental file for the county or area Involved.
Access to the File
The pilot project to acquire cash rental Information Is based on
the assunptlon that access to the local cash rental file would be as
sured, on a need-to-know basis, during the period of estate administra
tion and until completion and acceptance of the final audit of the fed
eral estate tax return or completion of litigation relating thereto,
whichever Is later.
1. The fiduciary or an agent of such fiduciary for an estate or
trust estate that includes farmland within or near the geographic area
covered by the file in question.
2. The attorney or attorneys for the estate or trust estate repre
sentative.
3. The distributee of farmland from a decedent who died owning
farmland within or near the geographic area covered by the file in ques
tion or a person who bears liability for payment of federal estate tax
In the estate of such a decedent.
A. Representatives of the Internal Revenue Service.
5. The Department of Agronomy and the Department of Economics at
Iowa State University for research purposes (no data shall be published
that permit the identification of information about specific tracts of
land).
6. In the event of enactment of legislation authorizing "use"
valuation of land for Iowa inheritance tax purposes, representatives
of the Iowa Department of Revenue.
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Transmlttlng Information to Iowa State University
For 1978, custodians of files In counties designated as pilot proj
ect counties are asked either to — (1) relinquish questionnaires to
permit photocopying by Iowa State University project personnel, or
(2) provide a carbon or photocopy of completed parts of questionnaires
to Iowa State University for research purposes. All such materials
should be sent to Neil E. Harl, 478 East Hall, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011.
For years after .1978, it is anticipated that special forms will be
printed that make two copies, the original to be retained in the local
file and the copy forwarded to Iowa State University.
II. Interest Rates
The Internal Revenue Service has not indicated its position on the
procedure to be followed in making the Federal Land Bank Interest rate
calculation. Those working in this area should watch for a ruling or
announcement on this matter.
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha has calculated the stated interest
rate at 8.25% for deaths in 1977 and 8.46% for deaths in 1978 as shown
on Ejdiibit C. The estimate of that office is that the effective rate
would be about 0.5% hi^er than the stated rate based upon their calcu
lations for Truth-ln-Lendlng purposes.
III. Other Sources of Cash Rent information
The Crop and Livestock Reporting Service of the United States De
partment of Agriculture, the result of an annual survey, publishes each
-9-
year an average cash rent figure by Crop Reporting Districts. The lat
est data from that report appear In Exhibit D. The locations of Crop
Reporting Districts are shown In Exhibit E. The USDA data appear In
the publication, "Farm Real Estate Market Developments," Economic Re
search Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, July, 1977.
The data suffer from two Infirmities. First, they are averages
for the crop reporting district. Although data may be obtained by coun
ty, the figures are not statistically reliable because of the relatively
small number of survey responses for each county. Thus, the data could
be used directly only if the farm in question was an "average" farm for
the crop reporting district. The second problem is that the data are
based upon the cash rent the respondents believe will be paid for the
coming crop year. The figures are not based upon actual cash rent ob
servations. For these reasons. It seems likely that the USDA figures
will have limited usefulness for "use" valuation. The data niay be help
ful for purposes of general c6ii5)arlson with observations of actual cash
rent^ paid.
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Footnotes
1/ Gross cash rent la defined as the rent on land for a specified period
at an agreed upon amount per acre or per farm with the landlord bearing
no uncertainty of yield or price variation.
If the rent charged varies for row crop, pasture and hay land, use item
2 below rather than this item.
V Length of lease means length of original lease in force for that year.
Leases that are renewed, with renegotiation or otherwise, are conaldered
new leases for this purpose.
4/ This Is the date the lease first became effective. A one-year lease,
even If automatically renewed. Is a one-year lease for this purpose with
an effective date, usually, of March 1.
V If available.
A child/step parent relationship is to be treated as a lease between
linrelated parties.
7/ If the leasehold relat^ionshlp, whether because of a fiduciary duty,
presence of a farm manager or otherwise, has produced a rental that
approximates reasonably a fair r^tal value, this arrangement is to be
treated as a lease between unrelated parties.
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Example for WclghLinj? Corn Suitability Ratlng-
Workslieet for Weighting .
Com Siiltablllty Rating-'
Tract Acres/tract
CSR
Rating
V^elghted
Scores Tract Acres/tract
1 40 X 90.0 3,600 1 X
2 20 X 88.0 1,760 2 X
3 20 X 91,2 1,824 3 X
4 40 X 82.0 3,280 4 X
120 10,464 5 X
10,464
120
m 87.2
6 X
7
8
9
10
11
12
Weighted CSR -i
X
X
X
X
X
X
CSR
Rating
Weighted'
Scores *
1/ For loany tracts, adjustments may be needed for drainage ways, till outcrops,
~ and other features affecting pri>ductivity of the tract.
^ iiHi. U.
